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Laser radar operation

Laser radar is the heart of the system and it 
must operate correctly and have acceptable 

levels of security in resolution and detectability.

This is not so easy to test in detail so we have 
done a number of different tests to see that the 

system operates as expected.

In following pages we show a number of tests 
with printouts and images and the related 

comments



Set up Ladar test on road
PT is tested up /
down in this view
The laser is at top

The scanner is  
under / below

All is mounted on 
an a photo tripod
Road surface is 

asphalt with good
stability.

The test day it is + 8 Degree C and very sunny
All test area is illuminated by direct sun light



Test view 1
Sand pile is 140 meter away
Container is 160 meter away

Lines show the ladar 
view and photos of

this object

Lamp pylons are 
about 10 cm in 

diameter.
They can be detected 
to 100-125 meter in 

distance



Test view 2 Boxes at 90
meter distance

We have detected 
objcts at 300-400 
meter distance 

with the sensors

Lamps at ranges 
over 100 meter



Test view 3

Trolley at about 70 
meters distance. It is 

almost transparent and a 
hard object to see



Test view 4
SAAB 9000 car marked
on photo by triangle.
Person marked by a 

circle

Car is clearly visible
person is also clearly

visible and arms beside 
body are noticable



LADAR images from  other tests



LADAR images from  other tests

Objects from 20-200 meter in distance



LADAR images from  other tests



LADAR images from  other tests

Indoor view in 
the basement. Pls 

note the stair 
gate and its pins

Outdoor view 25-200 meter
Pls. note the street lamp



Resolution 
confirmation

The thin telephone 
cable is visible by 
ladar but not by 

the camera image



Ladar conclusions
Demands are as follows

Cars must be detected to 300 meter distance no most 
weather

Persons shall preferable be detected at longest possible 
range

Conclusion
We can see cars at 300 meter with good security

We can possible see persons at up to 300 meters distance if 
not to small and dark dressed

Persons can always be detected at 200 meters range with 
good security

We have a security factor of 3-10 times what is needed in 
resolution of ladar sensor



Software operators view

Screen dump of tested software.
Speakers relays are activated when symbols are clicked and 

this works OK
Red dots are larger when objects detected are larger.

Green dots are moveable cars and objects
Blue dots are objects which have stopped and have OK to 

be there like maintenance cars etc.



This system can detect 
cars stopped at the dam 
and send an automatic 

alarm if so

This is 2 system 
cowering 300 meter 
road each and system 
operate over Internet


